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Do you like challenges? Then you'll certainly love this little puzzle book. Twenty-seven sets of brain

teasers ask you to identify the differences between similar pictures, among them two pictures of a

dog and his friend, and backyard scenes of fluttering butterflies. For added fun, you can color each

picture when you've solved the puzzles.
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This book is so very tiny. I had no idea that it was going to be this small. It is only about three inches

by four inches and has very few pages. Granted, it was not very expensive, and will work as

something to tuck into my purse for when my son needs something to do on the go, but it was

definitely not what I was expecting. It does have some fun activities, which is why I gave it three

stars, but the size was a big drawback.

This is a cute little book. It is about 1/2 the size of a regular sheet of paper, maybe a little smaller.

Lots of pages, I think 64. Perfect size to keep in the car or my purse. My 4 year old LOVES to find

the differences in her book - excellent for her age!

I purchased this product to improve my 3 year olds visual detail recognition. This is a very good



product with one draw back that it lacks color which makes it less appealing to kids.A good

combined activity with your kids. I thing this area is lacking in terms of more products and we need

more books like this with simple pictures mainly directed at kids in 3-10 age group. It will be even

more helpful if a computerized version surfaces.

I purchased four of the Little Dover Spot the Difference books for my nephew who is 5 years old. He

loves them. The pictures are large and are printed in black and white. The book can double as a

coloring book too. The format of the book is small enough that you can but it in your purse or

bookbag. You can't beat the price for only $1.50 per book.

My 4 year old son loves hidden pictures and has gone through just about every dover little activity

book with them. I saw this and decided to try it. While the puzzles are a little on the easy side for

him (he's a super spotter for his age!), it is just different enough from the traditional search and find

that I keep in my purse and know that he will be occupied doing a few pages if we get stuck waiting

somewhere or if I need him to chill out for a few minutes while we're out and about. A perfect size to

take along anywhere, I usually have one or two dover little activity books in the car and another in

my purse at all times, just in case. Good options for non treat stocking stuffers, easter basket

treasures, etc. too.

This is a cute little book that I keep in purse with a baggie of crayons. I give it to my 3 year old

daughter when we are out to eat to keep her busy while we wait for food. She also asks for it on

longer car rides.The pictures are black and white and can be colored to help spot the differences in

the pictures. The side by side pictures are full pages so the differences are not to hard to find but

challenge her a bit.I am very happy with this purchase. I actually purchased 2 of them and gave one

to my friends 4 year old and he has really enjoyed this book to.

Too easy for a 3yo. Maybe better suited for a 2yo with good verbal comprehension/skills? Great

traveling size. Fits in the side pockets of our carseat so kid can reach for them themselves. Bought

several different ones of this series for road tripping but my kid found them too easy and said as

much after the first 2-3 pages of each.

The books arrived promptly and in good order. Remember that these are little books and not

necessarily for little children. The books are paperback but they are only 4.25" wide and 5.75" high.



They are nice for children who are older than 6 or 7 but, in my opinion, they are way too small for

children that are any younger than that. These books were perfect for my needs as my 6 year old

grandson is taking a long trip by train (with his parents of course) but he gets bored easily so these

little books should keep his mind active and he loves to solve math problems and picture puzzles. I

would recommend but remember that these are very small books.
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